Members of the Transportation Committee -

As our elected representatives, please honor that and represent the majority of Connecticut citizens and vote no on LCO-373. Please vote no on any other bill which seeks to put electronic driving TAXES (a/k/a "tolls") on our roads or bridges.

For those of you who are Democrats, keep democracy in your title as a Democrat. Our system of government is a representative democracy. Acting against the will of the people contradicts that. Connecticut's citizens have been clear in TEN years of polling data from Sacred Heart, Quinnipiac, and others - we do not want driving TAXES on our roads or bridges.

This bill is a bad idea for numerous reasons already discussed and debated. Ignoring the will of the people and bending to the desire of an extremely unpopular Governor and his bad idea would be a poor choice. The legislative election in November is not very far away and Connecticut's citizens are smart enough to remember how you voted on this bill.

We'll remember in November.

VOTE FOR TOLLS = LOSE AT THE POLLS!

Neil Tolhurst
Citizen